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When JP issued the Medieval Palace in
1998, little did they realize it would be the
inspiration behind a series that will no doubt
come to be as important to the JP collection
as the Gates of Warwick and the Aspects of
Windsor.  Don’t get me wrong, the Warwick
set will always have a very special place as the
beginning of the collection.  Likewise,
Windsor, considering it’s scarcity will always
be a key part of any collection.  The Tower
Series is bound to be special simply because
of the historical significance of The Tower
and its popularity with tourists (over 3 1/2
million visitors each year).

The White Tower was selected as the first
issue under Collectors Gallery ownership of
JP to compliment the Medieval Palace and
because it was actually the first part of The
Tower built by William the Conqueror that
is still standing today.

After having had the pleasure of several
extensive visits to the Tower over the last two

years and having read in depth about its
intriguing history, we decided there are sever-
al other “aspects” of  the Tower worthy of  sep-
arate attention.  In addition, we have decided
that the Tower as it stood in the days of Henry
VIII best represents the castle at the pinnacle
of its use as the heavily fortified home of the
monarchy and the base of its power.

The next planned Tower Series issue is
the elaborate Lion Gate/Middle Tower com-
plex built around 1300 by Edward I as the
main landward entrance to the Tower.  The
Lion Gate later came to house the King’s
menagerie, hence the name, and was eventu-
ally removed in the nineteenth century.
Other possible future issues include the
Barbican Gate, the Bell Tower/Queen’s
House and the Chapel.  Each of these struc-
tures have played a significant part in the
Tower’s 900 year history.  Patrick has already
begun “blocking up” the Lion Gate and we
expect it to be ready about March 2001.

Tower of London Series Announced

The Tower of
London as it stood
at the time of King
Henry VIII*, circa
1547.  The semi-cir-
cular Lion Tower
was removed many
years ago and the
area today is occu-
pied by the Tower
entry ticket booth
and Main Gift Shop

*from a painting by
Ivan Lapper.

WHITE TOWER

CHAPEL

QUEEN’S HOUSE
BELL TOWER

LION GATE

BARBICAN GATE

MEDIEVAL
PALACE

MIDDLE TOWER
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An avowed “white knuckle flyer”,
Patrick did manage to survive the flight to
Minneapolis in September for his appear-
ance appearance at the Minnesota
Renaissance Festival ... but not without
incident.  Before taking off, one of the
engines “popped” very loudly and check-
ing out the problem caused quite a delay.
Once in the air, Patrick said he was so
relieved, he slept almost all the way.

Patrick’s Renaissance appearance went
very well.  JP had a small display area near
the center of the 22-acre event in a build-
ing called the Hall of Masters.  The
Festival, which is held over the course of
seven weekends, set attendance records

both days of
P a t r i c k ’ s
visit with a
total of over
60,000.  A
lot of them
found the
JP booth
and we were
busy talking
castles all
weekend.

T h e
Minnesota

visit also included an appearance at
Collectors Gallery where Patrick was able
to meet with quite a few collectors includ-
ing Dick Marquis who flew in from Florida
just for the event.  Dick also helped out
both days at the Renaissance booth where
he, Patrick and Paul were appropriately
dressed as peasants.

Patrick’s September Visit A Big Hit

left - Patrick with Minneapolis collector,
Janet Munson.  above - Patrick with a
couple of the “Royalty” attending the fes-
tival.  below - JP expert Dick Marquis
helps Patrick point out the fine points of JP
Editions.

Married men live longer than single men, but married men are a lot more willing to die.

Any married man should forget his mistakes, there’s no use in two people remembering the same thing

To be happy with a man, you must understand him a lot and love him a little.  
To be happy with a woman, you must love her a lot and try not to understand her at all.



on to blockade Calais,
which was captured in 1347
after almost a year’s siege.

The following decade
was one of intermittent
warfare, for both countries
had been weakened by the
war and the Black Death of
1348-49.  Edward, despite
notable victories, had lost
support in some areas and
had still not won the Crown
of France.  

In 1356, France’s King
John, successor to Philip
VI, was captured by the
English.  Edward made a
great effort to try to finish
the war in a winter cam-
paign of 1359-60, but
events went against him.
He lost support in both the provinces of
Navarre and Burgundy.  There was again fur-
ther French privateering in the Channel and
the town of Rye on the Sussex coast was raided.  

Still holding King John in  captivity, Edward
was able to negotiate a truce at Bretigney in 1360.
In the treaty, Edward renounced his claim to the
Crown of France while retaining Aquitaine,
Calais and other important
provinces.  The treaty called for
an English withdrawl from
the remainder of France
and the release of King
John for a substantial
ransom; terms that were
never wholly fulfilled.
Edward was unable, in
particular, to evacuate
English forces from the
remainder of France and to
prevent them from continu-
ing to prey on the French.

This is especially important in
the story of Bodiam Castle as this was the era
of the “Free Companies”, private mercenary
armies, nominally under control or their King,
but in reality selling their services to the highest 

bidder.  Led by men such as Sir Robert Knollys,
whose shield or arms is carved on the Postern
Gate at Bodiam, these mercenaries indulged in
looting and destruction on an appalling scale.
The rewards of such plundering could be vast.

Edward Dalyngrigge was one of the many
English soldiers who followed Knollys to France
in search of similar wealth and power.  In 1367,

he crossed the channel with Edward
III’s second son, Lionel, Duke of

Clarence.  It was under Knollys,
who fought mainly in

Normandy, Brittany and
Picardy, that Dalyngrigge
was to make the fortune
that enabled him to later
build Bodiam Castle. 

By the late 1360s, and
into the 1370s, England

had lost command of the sea
leaving its coasts exposed to

attack by the French and their
Spanish allies.  In 1377, only ten days

after the death of Edward III, the French
attacked the Isle of Wight and sacked the
coastal cities of Rye and Winchelsea.

BODIAM cont’d .....
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above - 1346 Battle of Crecy in which Edward III defeated French forces.
below - Gold Noble of Edward III ... note the medieval portrait of Edward
at the helm of his flagship.  opposite page - Bodiam Castle by JP•EDITIONS
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Bodiam Castle in East Sussex comes at the
end of the great tradition of English castle build-
ing: formidable defenses combined with comfort-
able living quarters.  To understand why Sir
Edward Dalyngrigge decided to build Bodiam
Castle in 1385, one must look back fifty years to
the beginning of the Hundred Years War.

In 1337, the 25-year-old King Edward III
(1327-77), who was already lord of the Duchy
of Guyenne in southwest France, laid claim to
the French Crown.  Edward’s contention was

based on a claim that ran through his mother,
Isabel, the sister of the three previous Valois
kings of France, and who had been wrongly dis-
inherited by her cousin, French King Philip VI.
For the next hundred years this family conflict
was fought out with a mixture of chivalry and
savagery.  French and English lords fought one
another with honor and civility ... and their
subjects were butchered unmercifully.

Control of the Channel was important
from the outset.  Portsmouth and
Southampton were raided by the French in
1338, followed by Dover and Folkstone in
1339.  According to the contemporary
Chronicles of Frossart, when King Edward
heard that his flagship, the Christopher, had
been captured by the French, he retorted, “I
have long wanted to fight them.  We will do so,
if it pleases God and St. George.  They have
inflicted so much damage on me that I mean to
settle accounts with them if I can”.  In 1340, at

the head of his fleet, Edward sailed into Sluys
harbour and destroyed the French fleet while it
lay at anchor, giving the English command of
the Channel for the next few years.

In 1346, Edward invaded Normandy and
marched on Paris, leaving a trail of destruction
behind him.  At the battle of Crecy, Edward’s
longbowmen defeated a much larger French
cavalry under Philip VI.  Edward then moved

Bodiam ..... a Castle built to keep out the frogs*

BODIAM CASTLE
10” x 7.25” x 3.5”

$475.00 w/base
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design with towers at each corner and a main
entrance in the north face reached by lengthy
wooden walkways and drawbridges.  The whole
castle was made doubly secure by being entire-
ly surrounded by water - an impressive moat
covering more than three acres.  One of the
largest building sites in England at that time,
the construction of Bodiam, at times employed

over one thousand men.  Stone for Bodiam was
quarried ten miles away at Wadhurst.  The cas-
tle was completed in about 1388.

Despite the threat from the French, the walls
of Bodiam were never to be put to the test by for-
eign invaders.  It faced its greatest danger at the
hands of the English themselves: in 1483, during
the Wars of the Roses.  Richard III urged the Earl
of Surrey to regain “Bodyham which the rebels
have seized”.  The expected battle failed to mate-
rialize and the castle was surrendered. 

Little changed until the 1640’s when the
English Civil War inflicted the greatest damage
Bodiam had yet seen.  Following his victory at
nearby Arundel, Sir William Waller and his men
largely demolished the fort to rubble, making it
of no use to the ‘enemy’.  (Note the absence of the
roofs and damage to the interior walls)

The castle lay in ruin for nearly 200 years

when ‘Mad Jack’ Fuller began the slow process
of restoring Bodiam to something approaching
its former glory.  Subsequent owners continued
the process including Lord Curzon who was
responsible for the major revival and who left it
to the nation in 1925.  Today it is owned by the
National Trust.

Bodiam, due to it’s strongly fortified pres-
ence and imposing moat, remains one of
Britains most photographed castles and well
worth a visit.   
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Having spent heavily to maintain Calais,
the crown could not afford new defenses need-
ed in southeast England.  In order to up-date
existing defenses, citizens played their part
alongside the crown in strengthening town
walls.  Wealthy landowners and retired generals
in the area received royal license to fortify their
manors or build castles themselves.
Sir Edward Dalyngrigge returned from the
Hundred Years War against the French in 1377
..... immensely more wealthy and powerful.  He
married Elizabeth Wardieux, heiress of the fam-
ily of Wardedieu, who held the manor of
Bodyham, on the shores of the Rother, just ten
miles upriver from the English Channel.  The
Wardedieus themselves had acquired the manor
by marriage from the de Bodeham family, who
had held it since the Norman Conquest, when
it was granted to Hugh of Eu, whose son first
took the title ‘de Bodeham from the name of
the Saxon settlement on the site.  
Sir Edward was in possession of the manor by
1378.  Concerned not only about the general
threat from the French but also because of his
reputation in France, he applied to King
Richard II for a license to fortify the manor and

it was granted.  The following is an excerpt
from the original license:

“The King to all men to whom etc. greeting.
Know that of our special grace we have grant-
ed and given license on behalf of ourselves and
our heirs, so far as in us lies, to our beloved
and faithful Edward Dalyngrigge Knight,
that he may strengthen with a wall of stone
and lime, and crenellate and may construct
and make into a castle his manor house of
Bodyham, near the sea, in the County of
Sussex, for the defense of the adjacent country,
and the resistance to our enemies, and may
hold his aforsaid house so strengthened and
crenellated and made into a Castle for himself
and his heirs for ever, without let or hindrance
of ourselves or our heirs, or of any of our agents
whatsoever.  In witness of which etc.  The
King at Westminster 20 October, 1385.

Rather than reinforcing his existing manor
house, however, Sir Edward selected an entirely
new site in a slightly elevated position with a
commanding view of a bridge and the impor-
tant wharves on the Rother River.   There he
built an entirely new castle ... a vast yet simple
rectangular structure influenced by French

*The French are sometime affectionately (or not so affectionately) referred to by the English as frogs.
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Day 7 - Tuesday, Aug 7th ... Dover – Bayeux, France
Ferry ride across the English Channel to France. Afternoon arrival in Rouen, and time to stroll along
the lovely cobbled Rue du Gros-Horloge leading from the CATHEDRAL to the square where Joan of
Arc was burned in 1431. Continue to Bayeux to stay at a castle-hotel, possibly a 13th century castle or
a palace.  Overnight at Bayeux

Day 8 - Wednesday, Aug 8th ... Bayeux – Mont St. Michel
Visit Bayeux where you can admire QUEEN MATILDA’S TAPESTRY, depicting in extraordinary detail
William the conqueror’s conquest of England. Continue to the scene of the Allied Forces’ landing on D-
Day June 16, 1944. Visit the NORMANDY AMERICAN CEMETARY and see the Rangers Memorial at
Point du Hoc.  Drive to Caen for an orientation tour; visit the MEN’S ABBEY burial place of William the
Conqueror.  Continue to Mont St. Michel for an evening stroll.  Overnight at Mont St. Michel.

Day 9 - Thursday, Aug 9th ... Mont St. Michel - Paris
Visit MONT ST. MICHEL, perched on a rocky isle in the Gulf of Saint Malo. Its awesome fortifica-
tions were attacked many times during the Hundred Years’ War, but never captured. Drive to Paris.
Overnight at Paris

Day 10 - Friday, Aug 10th ... Paris
Start the day with a bus tour “orientation” of Paris

Day 11 - Saturday, Aug 11th ... Paris
To be announced

Day 12 - Sunday, Aug 12th ... Paris/Minneapolis or ?
Those wishing to extend stay in Paris may do so.

Hotels will be near town center and in nice older buildings, preferably in a castle.  Rooms will have private
baths.  Meals included: Breakfast every day.  Dinners at Brighton, Dover, Bayeux and Mont St. Michel.  Price
does to include transfers to airport, Paris.  All of these activities are subject to changes after we further review
the time schedule and driving times.

Alternate suggested London activities:
St. Paul’s Cathedral - British Museum - National Gallery - Thames River Cruise - Millennium Wheel

Buckingham Palace/Changing of the Guard  - Hyde Park - Kennsington (Di’s) Palace
Greenwich Observatory/Maritime Museum - Herod’s Department Store (owned by Di’s boyfriend’s father)

London Theater suggestions:
London is famous for its plays with the extra benefit of most of the major theaters being within walk-
ing distance of one another.  A list of what is playing and prices will be provided nearer the date of the
trip.  Le Miserabe is in its 16th year while Agatha Chrisite’s “Mouse Trap” is in its 48th year and is the
longest running play in the world.  There are many different performances to choose from including
traditional favorites, revivals and Shakespear at the globe.  Last minute “rush” tickets are a possibility,
but seating options are limited.  Strongly suggest advance ticket purchase and “pop” for good seats ...
you’ll be glad you did.

Paris suggested activities:
Louvre (Mona Lisa, Venus de Milo, etc) - Champs Elyssee (good place for a $15 cup of coffee!)

Notre Dame Cathedral - Arc de Triomphe - Eiffel Tower - Latin Quarter
Palace of Versailles ... the fabulous palace of Louis VXI, the “Sun King” (Sunday is special)

Sacre Coeur/Montmartre - working artists in open-air setting .... quaint.

The exact price for this wonderful trip has not yet been fixed.  However it is estimated that the land cost
will be about $1600 per person based on double occupancy.  This price will include bus transportation*,
hotel (including breakfast each day), Channel crossing and the Banquet at the Tower of London.  We
have purposely not included entry fees to the various attraction so that the group ccan maintain some
flexibility while in the larger cities.

Reservations must be received by 1/31/2001.  Call Paul at 651-738-8351 for more details.
*Beginning at Gatwick Airport for those arriving on the Minneapolis flight or within an hour or so of
that time. Those not arriving London at that time will meet the group at our hotel.

England & France ... A Tour You’ll Never Forget

Castles, Gardens, Beautiful Countryside and Good Times

August 1st thru 12th, 2001
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Day 1 - Wednesday, Aug 1st - Flight to London.

Day 2 - Thursday, Aug 2nd - London
Arrive London Gatwick Airport 9am
Group bus transportation to hotel.
Strongly suggest a few hours at hotel to recover from jet-lag.
Mid-afternoon (four hour) group orientation bus tour of London with stop at WESTMINSTER
ABBEY/TOWER OF BIG BEN.

Day 3 - Friday, August 3rd ..... London
Bus trip to HAMPTON COURT PALACE, built is 1515 by Archbishop Wolsey and taken over by
Henry VIII in 1528 as his main palace.  Beautiful gardens.  Lunch at palace then bus back to hotel.
Afternoon bus ride to Tower of London, built 1078 by William the Conqueror on the site of the ancient
Roman city wall.  Beefeater tour of Tower including viewing of British Crown Jewels, Museum of Arms
& Armour.  Evening - Special private banquet at Tower of London exclusively for our group.
Entertainment provided by Beefeaters. 

Day 4 - Saturday, August 4th ..... London
Bus ride to Portobello Road, worlds largest antique market, held every Saturday morning. Noon - Bus to
Windsor Castle with short stop at Runnymede where King John signed the Magna Carta in the year
1215.  4pm back to hotel.  6pm - Bus to Leicester Square/Picadilly Circus (London’s Time Square
Theater District).  Dinner at restaurant of your choice.  Play tickets will be arranged in advance for those
interested.  See theater suggestions at end of letter.

Day 5 - Sunday, Aug 5th ... London/Brighton
Depart London by bus for Winchester, site of legendary King Arthur’s Knights of the Roundtable and
the ancient capital of Wessex.  Visit the immense CATHEDRAL, where the murdered King William
Ruffus (son of William the Conqueror), and novelist Jane Austen of Pride and Prejudice fame are
buried.  Afternoon - Bus to Brighton. Visit the ROYAL PAVILION built in 1783 for the Prince Regent.
Overnight at Brighton. 

Day 6 - Monday, Aug 6th ... Brighton - Dover
Morning bus to LEEDS CASTLE, which Lord Conway described as “the loveliest castle in the World”.
Continue to CANTERBURY CATHEDRAL, England’s Mother Church, visit the gardens in Kent.
Continue to Dover.  Overnight at Dover  

My wife, Paula, and I love traveling just about
anywhere .... by car, plane, boat, train, bus and even
walking.  About five years ago we organized a small
group bus tour of Southern England.  We had a great
time and made some wonderful friends.  We’ve
decided to do it again but this time we’ve enlisted
some professional help to do most the work.

First let me point out that this is not being
done for financial gain.  Paula and I will be pay-
ing the same rate as all other participants.  We’re
doing it because we know it will be a lot of fun
and by helping organize it, we get to set the itin-
erary the way we feel it will work best for the size
and make-up of the group.  We’ve traveled

enough to know we don’t want to spend our vaca-
tion looking out of a bus window.  We also try to
keep travel time short between stops ... no long
hauls.  We like to take off each day after a nice
breakfast and to stop early enough each day for a
leisurely dinner and evening time to see the area
where we’re going to spend the night.  We also
don’t want to have to pack up and move hotels
every night.

If this kind of traveling sounds good to you,
read on.  The following itinerary, while somewhat
tentative, will give you a good idea of how much
we’re going to cover and what type of scenery and
sites we’ll be experiencing.
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During Patrick’s Minnesota stay in
September, he was our house guest.  We
have a very comfortable guest room in the
basement and Patrick retired early the
first night after a long day of travel.
The next morning I was getting ready for
work and my wife Paula was in the
kitchen.  All of a sudden I heard a loud
holler “IT’S MONSTEROUS!” and what
sounded like a herd of elephants coming
up the basement stairs ..... It was
Patrick.

A couple of weeks before Patrick’s
arrival, Macbeth, one of my stepson’s pet
lizards escaped his aquarium.  It had
happened before and we did eventually
find him. This time Patrick found
him.

There is a small ledge on the wall
above the headboard of the guest bed and
a box of kleenex on the ledge.  

Seems Patrick noticed
Macbeth sitting on the
kneenex box and figured he
was a plastic toy.  He was
about to pick it up when ...
MACBETH’S EYE MOVED.

Now those of you who
know Patrick will attest to his
usual quiet, laid-back manner.
Not that morning.  It took us
about an hour to get him
calmed down.  All he could
keep saying was ... “IT’S
MONSTEROUS”.  After a bit
we retrieved Macbeth and
arranged a meeting in the
driveway where he and Patrick
made friends.  You can see
from the picture Patrick was
still a bit hesitant.

Patrick Meets Godzilla

Officially known today as “Her Majesty’s
Fortress and Palace, the Tower of London”, the
Tower is in fact a complex of walls, towers, moats
and buildings covering over twenty two acres in
all.  Built on a site at the eastern edge of the
roman city of London on the north edge of the
River Thames, the Tower, for over five hundred
years provided a home for the monarchy and the
base of its power.

Construction of the White Tower, the center
and most prominent structure, was begun in
1078, twelve years after the conquest of England
by William the Conqueror.  See page 3 for a pic-
ture of the Tower of London as it stood in 1547. 

JP’s White Tower is a limited edition of 250
pieces.  It is priced at $675.00 with custom wal-
nut base ($650.00 without base).  Our three-pay
plan is available.  See order form for details.

The White Tower ... the Tower of London
A Series of “The Aspects of the Tower” by JP•EDITIONS
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JP Editions has, to date, produced three promo-
tional pieces—Milestone, One Man Jail and
Culloden Tower.

Milestone
The Milestone was the first of the three pro-

motional pieces to be released and was produced
around 1993.  Milestones are
just like they sound, markers
sunk into the ground that
indicated the distance from
the marker to another place,
generally a city. JP Editions’
milestone was modeled after
a real milestone found in the
small town of Bentley in
Surrey.  On this milestone
the destinations listed are
from Bentley to
Portsmouth and London but
the mileage is from the JP Studios in Passfield,
Hampshire.  Bentley is famous as the place from
which all the King’s Archers were taken.

One Man Jail
The model for the One Man Jail was taken

from an existing building in Shrewton, a small vil-
lage just to the north of Stonehenge in Wiltshire.
“One Man Jails” were also known as Lock-Ups.
These small buildings were used more for civil dis-
turbances than as a place for punishment of crim-
inals.  The jail was used for a sleeping drunk, a
man who beat his wife or for a wife who unmer-
cifully nagged her husband.

On the back of the model of the One Man Jail
there was a place for a small

plaque.  This space could be
customized for promo-

tional events involving
JP Editions, for
example SummerDo
II in 1995.  The
One Man Jail was
also made available,
with a commemora-

tive back plate,
during Patrick
Gates’ trip to
Minnesota in

September 2000 where JP Editions was displayed at
the Minnesota Renaissance Festival.  This
Renaissance Festival piece is still available from
Collectors Gallery at $19.95 plus 4.00 shipping
and handling.

Culloden Tower
The last of the three promotional pieces, and

the most elaborate, was Culloden Tower.
Culloden Tower was a promotional piece released
in 1998 and was available to those JP Editions’
collectors who bought all four pieces issued in
1998.  It came packed with Fraser Castle.  

Culloden Tower was built in 1746 by John
Yorke, MP for Richmond.  The Tower commem-
orates the victory of William Augustus, Duke of
Cumberland, who led the Hanovarian army of
King George II at the battle of Culloden.  The
battle of Culloden took place between an English
army composed of British, Dutch and German
troops and mercenaries against a Scottish
Highland army of Jacobites led by Charles
Edward Stuart (Bonnie Prince Charlie).
On April 16, 1746, the two
armies meet in battle at
Culloden Moor or
Drummossie Muir.
Charles’ 4,500 troops
met 9,000 troops
under Cumberland.
Because of the geogra-
phy of the battle-
ground, the fighting
took place in a small
area.  When
Cumberland coun-
terattacked with his
cavalry, he had little
trouble over-
w h e l m i n g
C h a r l e s ’
troops. In a few
hours the battle
was over.  Fatalities were
300 Hanoverians and 2,000 Jacobites.  The
Scottish loss at Culloden effectively ended the sec-
ond Jacobite uprising.

Patrick Gates did the modeling of the three
pieces while Paul Williams and Jonno Suart did
the production and the painting.

The JP Editions Promotional Pieces
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Medieval History in the Movies
by George Lohmer, contributing writer

The Medieval time period has been the subject of (almost) countless films.  One of the challenges
in developing any list of movies portraying medieval life is when was the medieval era. Generally, the
medieval time period ranged from about 400 AD to about 1400 AD.  This 1,000 year time period
would certainly eliminate Ben Hur-Year 32 AD (too early) and the Agony and the Ecstasy (too late),
whereas A Man for All Seasons would represent the transition from medieval era to the Renaissance. 

Any attempt to come up with even a personal “top ten” list is at best foolhardy—but never let it be
said that we were afraid to tread where wise men fear to go.  Information for these “top 10” lists come
from published sources like Norman F. Cantor’s classical history of the Medieval era called the
“Civilization of the Middle Ages”, the “PSC Medieval Society” (http://oz.plymouth.edu) and the
“Internet Medieval Sourcebook” (www.fordham.edu) and the author’s own prejudices. Actually there
will be three top lists:  Best Medieval films for accuracy, Best Medieval films as films and finally the
Worst Medieval films.

Best Medieval Films for Accuracy:

• Becket (1964) Peter O’Toole and Richard Burton—Based on the relationship between Thomas a’
Becket, Archbishop of Canterbury and the English King, Henry II.
• A Man for All Seasons (1966) Paul Scofield—The story of Sir Thomas More as a man of conscience
as Henry VIII sheds himself of his first two wives.  Winner of 6 Academy Awards
• The Lion In Winter (1968) Katherine Hepburn, Peter O’Toole and Anthony Hopkins—The story of
Eleanor of Aquitaine and her relationship with her husband, Henry II and her son, Richard I (Lionheart)
• The Passion of Joan of Arc (1928) Renee Maria Falconetti—Obviously the story of Joan of Arc-orig-
inally banned in England.  Movie dialogue based on actual trial transcripts.

Best Medieval Films as Movies

• Becket (1964) 
• A Man for All Seasons (1966)
• The Lion In Winter (1968)
• The Passion of Joan of Arc (1928)
• Braveheart (1995) Mel Gibson - A movie that plays free with the facts but has the cinematic sweep
and battle scenes that alone make the film worth watching.
• The Seventh Seal (1957) Max Von Sydow - A film directed by Ingmar Bergman and set in 14th
Century Sweden during the Black Death about a knight returning from the Crusade.
• Brother Sun, Sister Moon (1973) Franco Zeffirelli (Director) - The story of St. Francis of Assisi (1182-1226).
• The Name of the Rose (1986) Sean Connery - A murder mystery taking place in a monastery in 1312
• Anne of the Thousand Days (1969) Richard Burton, Genevieve Bujold - Portrays Henry VIII’s divorce
and marriage to Anne Boleyn; highly inaccurate portrayal of actual events, but quite dramatic.

Worst Medieval Films

• Robin Hood: Prince of Thieves (1991) Kevin Costner, Morgan Freeman—Over-leveraging of the
Robin Hood myth with careless dialogue and situations.  Sparkling period dialogue includes examples
like when Robin asks Will Scralett, “Why do you hate me?  Did I harm you in some former life?” 
• The Vikings (1958) Kirk Douglas, Tony Curtis, Ernest Borgnine—Directed in the style of other
“Spectaculars” of the period like Ben Hur or Spartus.  This film proves barbarians are civilized.
• The Conqueror (1956) John Wayne—In the days where politically-correctness did not exist, John
Wayne plays Genghis Khan.
• Monty Python and the Holy Grail (1975) Graham Chapman—A comedy of singular value in typ-
ical British style, but as a medieval movie, it adds little.  Just relax and enjoy.
• The Adventures of Marco Polo (1938) Gary Cooper, Basil Rathbone, Alan Hale—The adventures
of Marco Polo in China—shot when Art Deco was in vogue in Medieval China.  From a visitor com-
ment submitted to the Internet Medieval Sourcebook, “Gary Cooper stuffing dry pasta in his pocket
to take back to Italy, Alan Hale (the Captain in Gilligan’s Island) as a nomadic chief, but the best of
all, the art deco interiors of the Chinese palaces—big, white and glossy.

While the above lists are not the last word in cinema evaluation, and there may be better-educated
opinions, these films should prove a good sample of the “good, the bad and the ugly”.  
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Web Site Name: British Castles, Stately Homes and Houses 
Web Site Address: www.dlc.fi/~hurmari

Narrative Description of Site:  To reach this site first go to the address above then click on “British
Castles, Stately Homes and Houses.  This is a personal web site of Riots Hurmalainen, a retired
Finnish citizen who must have extensive travel resources.  Upon entering the site you are faced with
a map of Great Britain with over 200 points of information listing castles, great houses and palaces.
Clicking on any of the individual points brings you to a list it sites which provides summary infor-
mation.  The visitor can then click on this summary to be sent to a site with more in-depth infor-
mation.  Much of the site is “cross-indexed” and is very well organized.  The author, through his
association with “In Britain” magazine has been able to link some of his entries to that magazine’s
articles on the same subject.  The site was awarded the 1999 “Medieval Castles Webring Award 
as the Best Castle Website for 1999.
The site also incorporates Scottish castles as a separate section and provides information on British
castles that provide overnight accommodations.

Ratings 1-5 (Higher is Better)
Overall 4, Content 4, Design 3, Organization 4+
Type of Site: Educational, Personal
Features: Broad based information, acts as a Primer on “grand scale” British architecture

• • • • •

Web Site Name: The British Monarchy
Web Site Address: www.royal.gov.uk

Narrative Description of Site:  This site, under the direction of the Royal family, portrays the
1,000 plus year history of royalty in Great Britain.  The site is highly text based but well written.
For the history buff the “Monarchy Through the Ages” section contains individual histories of the
kings and queens of England and Scotland back to Anglo-Saxon kings in the 5th and 6th centuries.
In depth individual profiles are also presented of the more prominent monarchs like Alfred the
Great or Henry VIII.  There is also a section on Royal speeches including George III’s letter on the
loss of America.  A section of the site is devoted to the Royal Palaces with extensive narratives on
their history and use.  The history of Windsor Castle provides detailed information on the fire in
1992 and restoration since.  

The site contains a store where certain china items may be ordered and tour tickets purchased
online.  Regrettably this is the only interactivity on the site.  An area devoted to with interactive
educational exhibits would make the site much more accessible to children

Ratings 1-5 (Higher is Better)
Overall 4, Content 5, Design 2, Organization 4
Type of Site: Educational
Features: Well-written text, well organized, does not leverage 

A group of chess enthusiasts checked into a hotel and were standing in the lobby discussing their recent tournament
victories.  After about an hour, the manager came out of the office and asked them to disperse. "But why?" they asked,
as they moved off.  "Because," he said, "I can't stand chess nuts boasting in an open foyer."

Castles . . . . o n  t h e  We b  -  p a r t  2   b y  G e o r g e L o h m e r
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Web Site Name: Castles of the World
Web Site Address: www.castles.org

Narrative Description of Site: This site provides extensive information about castles world-
wide.  Besides the expected information on European castes, this site also has extensive informa-
tion about “castles” in Japan, Canada and Greece. The site also provides information on castle
architecture, history, plans for selected castles and medieval armor and weapons.  The site sponsor
also offers tours of European castles.  Two unique aspects of this site are special areas for kids and
woodworking plans to build your own castle.

As with some other other sites, Castles of the World, provides information on local hotels and
highlights a new castle site each week.   This site has great breath of information but overall the
depth of information on each castle varies quite a bit.  It is a good staring point if you need gen-
eral information or are a novice about castles.

Ratings 1-5 (Higher is Better)
Overall 3+, Content 4, Design 2+, Organization 3+
Type of Site: Educational
Features: Breath of Information, Kid Section 

• • • • •

Web Site Name: Nova Online-Life in a Castle
Web Site Address: www.pbs.org/wgbh/nova/lostempires/trebuchet/castle

Narrative Description of Site: The primary role of this extraordinary web site is to involve the
reader in the life and times of a medieval castle.  This web site is based on the Nova film “Medieval
Siege”.  In a question and answer format, topics include the structure of medieval society, role of
women, entertainment and leisure activities and castles as tools of war. The visitor can electroni-
cally assemble a trebuchet (sometimes mis-identified a catapult) and lob stones toward the castle.
In addition, there are extensive resources on topics discussed within the site and a transcript of the
original Nova presentation.

The information is linked over several web pages.  Most of the linked sites, with the exception
of the interactive site on siege warfare, highly text-based.  Given that this site is a derivative of the
Nova television show, it would have been expected that there would have been more use of visuals
and interactivity.    

Ratings 1-5 (Higher is Better)
Overall 4, Content 5, Design 3, Organization 4
Type of Site: Educational
Features: Interactive Siege Activity, Information Clearly Presented 

The World Wide Web contains
extraordinary amounts of useful and
useless information.  In the beginning
of the Web (sic 1995) the major chal-
lenge was being able to find useful
information, now the problem is to

separate the valuable from the vacu-
ous. In the last issue three web sites
were reviewed.   In this issue we will
review four more sites.  If you have
site you would like other readers to
know about please submit its address.
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PUBLIC SERVICE ANNOUNCEMENT

A recent newspaper headline read, “Smell of baked bread may be health hazard”.  The article went on
to describe the dangers of the smell of baking bread.  When are we going to do something about bread-
induced global warming?  Sure, we attack tobacco companies, but when is the government going to go
after Big Bread?  A little research shows ....

More than 98 percent of convicted felons are bread eaters.

Fully HALF of all children who grow up in bread-consuming households score below average on standardized tests.

More than 90 percent of violent crimes are committed within 24 hours of eating bread.

Bread is made from a substance called “dough.” It has been proven that as little as one pound of dough can
be used to suffocate a mouse. The average American eats more bread than that in one month!

Bread is often a “gateway” food item, leading the user to “harder” items such as butter, jelly, peanut butter
and even cold cuts.

Bread has been proven to absorb water.  Since the human body is more than 90 percent water, it follows that
eating bread could lead to your body being taken over by this absorptive food product, turning you into a soggy,
gooey bread-pudding person.

Bread is baked at temperatures as high as 400 degrees Fahrenheit!  That kind of heat can kill an adult in less
than one minute.

Most American bread eaters are utterly unable to distinguish between significant scientific fact and mean-
ingless statistical babbling.

In light of these frightening statistics, the following bread restrictions have been proposed:

A. No advertising of bread within 1000 feet of a school.

B. A 300 percent federal tax on all bread to pay for all the societal
ills we might associate with bread.

C. No animal or human images, nor any primary colors (which may
appeal to children) may be used to promote bread usage.

D. A $4.2 zillion fine on the three biggest bread manufacturers.


